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OUR ORGANIC FOOD AUTONOMYOUR ORGANIC FOOD AUTONOMY
WHY: to decide how the countryside is changing

WHO: farmers, processors (only in relation to
producers), consumers = co-producers

FROM: Via Campesina, 1999 no global movement,
radical anticapitalist background



In shared public space: 

squares and squats 

Campi Aperti was born in 2003 in XM24 in Bolognina



WWW.ECN.ORG/XM24WWW.ECN.ORG/XM24



a diffente idea of the time!

the time not depend from us

ciclical

planned

human thinks change, slowly



Video

http://localhost:8000/imgs/CampiapertiStory.ogv


food autonomy

agroecology

consensus method

shared warranty

sense of limit

mutualism





OUR SHARED AGREEMENTSOUR SHARED AGREEMENTS
reports

time keeper

right to listen/ to be listen

everyone talks for herselves (no meta discussion)





EARLY COMMUNICATION TOOLSEARLY COMMUNICATION TOOLS
2003 - markets in the squares

2003 - mailing list: a lot of differente self-managed
servers

2004 - web site: autistici/inventati server

the possibility to make short the distance in
countryside is really important



HTTPS://NINUX.ORGHTTPS://NINUX.ORG





OUR MESH NETWORKOUR MESH NETWORK
https://antennine.noblogs.org

Starting from march 2017

8 nodes

hardware: 15 people, 4 technicians, tplink, ubiquiti,
librerouter.org, other recicled routers at 2.4 GHz

so�ware: libremesh.org (flavour of openwrt);
routing protocols: batman adv and babeld



DEPLOYING A FEMINIST PERSPECTIVEDEPLOYING A FEMINIST PERSPECTIVE
technology is a proportion of skills and dependencies

do not do things alone

testing environment

document everything and explain the choice of
algorithms

give yourself the time to study

not be too much specialized



STARTING FROM OUR NEEDSSTARTING FROM OUR NEEDS
we started to speak about our digital data in 2016

during Genuino Clandestino in Sardegna



OUR DATAOUR DATA
find the server: tetaneutral.net (FFDN)

find the sysadmin people: 4

nextcloud

1 year of testing





FLOATFLOAT
a minimalistic container orchestrator by autistici.org

https://git.autistici.org/ai3/float





move on bare metal

have a testing infrastructure

we trust the group and share their value

UTF

services go down when something fails

integrated monitoring

versioning all the stuffs



THANKSTHANKS
questions?

CC 4 - by-nc-sa ; slide in reveal.js



thanks

campiaperti.org
www.ecn.org/xm24
autistici.org
libremesh.org
librerouter.org
tetaneutral.net
genuinoclandestino.it
hackmeeting.org
ninux.org
eclectictechcarnival.org


